GIVEAWAY: 'Mother Earth Products' Dehydrated Backpack/Bug-Out-Bag Food Kit (GIVEAWAY NOW CLOSED)

Categories: K.W.N Giveaways

Mother Earth Products sell dried food products for food storage, emergency preparedness and backpacking. Their food keeps fresh from between five and fifteen years, depending on the packs purchased.

In this custom kit you can choose 11 food pouches from the list of 40 different dried vegetables and TVP (meat replacements) Each pouch contains two full cups of dried food. See here for full details.

Below is some information from Theodore K. Pope (President of Mother Earth Products).
I was raised in a family that taught all these skills from the earliest days of my life. My entire adult life I have then had these same interests as my hobbies and my passions. You can read more about this in the “about us” section of our website. I love homesteading and learning all the self sufficient living skills that our forefathers used 100 years ago. I don’t claim to know them all, but I do have a lot of experience in many of them; this is very valuable and I believe it is my mission to help educate as many others as I can. We believe that a lifestyle of low debt and self sufficiency is a very happy and prudent lifestyle in the greatest of successful economies, but it quickly becomes an essential lifestyle when economies falter and fail as they always do when countries go down the current path our country is on.

How many of our larger competitors can you call and speak with the owner whenever you want? Not just speak with them, but then also get counsel and training on many issues; even issues beyond the scope of the products they sell. That is my commitment. I personally handle all the Public Relations and always will….it is my knowledge that people are coming for, not someone’s employee reading out of a manual.

Why is Health and Nutrition Critical in your Prepping...... It is no different than needing the healthy fresh foods in your diet today. You should supplement all your entrees with more nutritional side dishes. I even mix many of the veggies in with the entrees; this adds great mixed flavors and nutrition. This REAL nutrition is critical for proper health and strength……and when might you need your health and strength most; during the crisis for which you purchased these products. We provide a full line of many different fruits and vegetables; not just freeze dried either, plus high protein meat substitutes and quick cook beans. Freeze dried foods are ok, but they are very expensive and take tons more space to store. I have a lifetime of experience that shows that dehydrated products provide the same nutrition and actually store much better and longer than Freeze dried. The best thing is that you can get 2-4 times more product for your dollar; when purchasing dehydrated verses Freeze dried.

We don’t provide the expensive single serving packages of our products; we focus on trying to provide you the products in a fashion where you get the most for your money. We provide various larger pouches of products that you can use for multiple meals. We just want as much product in your hands as possible so you can have it when you need it. To even better help you with this, we discount the product even more and sell it is bulk so you can package it yourself and save the money. We offer you all the packaging supplies to make that happen also. We just want you prepared. The more people that are prepared, the better off we will all be as a prepper community when we reach that cliff.

How To Enter The Contest

For your chance to win this Backpacking Custom Combo Food Kit worth $71:

Via the widget below: ‘Like’ the Knowledge Weighs Nothing Facebook page AND ‘Share’ the
Facebook contest post.

You have to do BOTH and enter your Facebook name, to be entered *(If you already ‘Like’ the KWN Facebook page, simply share the post).*

**a Rafflecopter giveaway**

The winner will be announced here within 24 hours of the contest closing, so check back and see if you won!